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Container Bowl
The Container bowl functions on both a commercial and consumer level, When comprised with the container foot
the Bowl acts as a multi-use container. Alone or with the 'Container Bowl Top' addition (ask for details) the 
Container Bowl serves as a neat Paper bowl for magazines and mail, once the top has been added , the magazines
vanish from sight and the Container bowl becomes a coffee table.

Designer Marcel Wanders
Year of design 2007
Material PE
Additional Can be optionally mounted onto a Container foot (dimensions given below)

Container foot sold separately
Indoor and outdoor use

Product Codes Container Bowl White MOACBO----W
Container Bowl Black MOACBO----B

Detailing
An intricate floral motif decorates the inner surface of the bowl.
A 'Container bowl top' is also available for this product, creating a neat little
storage chamber inside. 
(Product codes for the Container bowl top) MOACBT----B

 MOACBT----W  

Finish

White black
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Technical     
The Container Bowl is fitted to the Container Foot in the same way as the Container table. This is done with an
intermediate component that is screwed to both the foot and the top with discrete Hex-sockets.

Packaging

(Foot only) (Foot only)

H80cm H75cm H105cm

W80cm W35cm W35cm

D25cm D35cm D35cm

1-Colli 1-Colli 1-Colli

4.5 Net 4.0 Net 4.5 Net
 7.1 Gross 5.5 Gross 6.0 Gross
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Milan 2007

Cleaning Instructions
Cleaning PE: any household cleaning liquid can be used in combination with a soft cloth, but avoid abrasive 
cleaner. For tough stains PVC cleaner is advised. PE is resistant to a wide variety of chemicals.
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